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A few days after the end of the mobility activity, the staff and/or teachers/trainers from each partner organisation
met with the adult learners who participated in the mobility activity in order to evaluate, as a group, the activity.
The answers to the questionnaire have been compiled below.
Afterwards, the representatives from all partner organisations participated in a Skype conference to analyse the
results of the evaluation and agree on what changes needed to be made. (if needed)
Their conclusions are presented in the section: “Conclusions by project partners” at the end of this document.
* Compulsory question
* 1. The instructions for the preparation activities prior to this mobility activity were clear and useful.
(1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 2. The "Guide for Participants" prepared by the hosting organisation was clear and useful. (1=Lowest
mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 3. The meeting’s objectives were made clear to me prior to the mobility activity. (1=Lowest mark;
5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 4. The schedule and timing of the activities were appropriate. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 4
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 4
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 4
Cantiere Giovani: 4
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5
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* 5. The methodologies used for each activity were clear and well adapted to the objectives of the
mobility activity. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 4
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 4
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 4
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 6. There was good communication and atmosphere with the other participants. (1=Lowest mark;
5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

* 7. I will be able to use what I learned in this mobility activity. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 4
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 4
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 4

How would you improve this mobility activity?
8. Provide better information before the mobility activity.
If yes, please specify what information.
No comments received.
9. Improve/use different methodologies.
If yes, please specify what information.
○

Treasure Hunt is a great activity, but there was not enough time for rest and really know the places we
went to and the instructions were inviting us to sit down in a cafe or visit the Museum. It should be at
least two times longer.

10. Make the activities more stimulating.
If yes, please specify what information.
No comments received.
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11. Improve the organisation/timetable of the mobility activity.
If yes, please specify what information.
○

○
○

Probably it can't be fixed, because of the organisational reasons, but the meeting was very intense
without any free time for the participants. It would be good for everybody to have a little time to visit
places by themselves and at least do some souvenir shopping :) Still it was great :).
Less long the conference for social inclusion.
A Great activities but need a bit of a flexible timing for the activity programs.

12. What other improvements would you recommend for the next mobility activity?
○
○
○
○

Beside less intense schedule, the hotel was not very comfortable, in the meaning that the
elevator/stairs system should be better (we needed over 40 minutes to ride downstairs  last day).
I think the mobility activities were sufficient.
Perhaps I would allow participants some free time to do their thing (say, half a day).
Every thing is great.

13. What was least valuable about this mobility activity?
○

For those with little English the conference before the intercultural event was a bit difficult to follow.

14. What was most valuable about this mobility activity?
○
○

○

○
○
○

Intro session (welcome reception), informality of dinners & lunches & Monday evening's cultural event
Malta as a whole  the country/city is very nice and people are friendly. There was not one moment that
the group felt bad. Propably for many people (not only Polish) it was the only occassion to visit Malta
and learn about its culture. This is the value (both ways)!
Treasure hunting activity, experience seeing Hagar Qim with pottery class, gathering and cooperation
between participants.  the presentations by all the participating countries and the treasure hunt, it was
educational and fun at the same time, great!!
Friendship, welcome, different ages, locations, disposability.
I think the activities were good as it was a fun way or learning about the culture and life past and
present of Malta.
It was of value learning about the historical country and its people. The sites around the country and
the building, artifacts and other mobility groups all added to the value of the Malta experience.

15. This mobility activity was a positive experience for myself. (1=Lowest mark; 5=Highest mark).
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Federación de AAVV de La Rioja: 5
Malta UNESCO Youth Association: 5
Fundatia Centrul de Resurse Pentru Diversitate Etnocultural: 5
Stowarzyszenie WIOSNA: 5
Association of Nigerians in Slovenia: 5
Cantiere Giovani: 5
Engage Youth Empowerment Services: 5

Conclusions by project partners:
The average satisfaction level was very high and the feedback received was mostly positive, however, according
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to some of the comments suggestions, project partners have taken notes of the following for the next mobility
activity:
Project partners have agreed to do their best to bring more flexibility to the timing of the activities but only when
this can be done without jeopardizing the objectives of the mobility activity and the project in general.
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